Letter 911
A Word From Angel Gabriel
2022-04-23
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Dear Yeshua,
For some time now I have been thinking about how I can communicate my Testimony with the Elders of
the Church.
I believe that parts of my Testimony, speciHically Letters 210-220, need to be heard by Church Elders in
their formal capacities as the Ecclesia of Yahweh.
In 2019 I attempted to bring about a meeting of Elders in the Church (U27) with Whom I am presently
attending. But for one reason or another, it did not come together. However there are individual
Believers who know of my Letters of Testimony, and that is comforting to some degree.
Yet I still think I need to address Church Eldership in a more purposeful setting. And I keep coming back
to a Kingdom version of a Grand Jury.
Along with these earlier thoughts came the quandary of how others would believe my story, since it is
completely subjective to my own personal experience. The only response which occurred to me about
that thought was, ‘… if my Letters are the Word of God according to Scripture (see 2 Corinthians 3:3), then
it must be Yahweh Who proves His own Word to others’. He has already proven my own Testimony to me
in many ways on multiple occasions.
This morning while I was having my coffee, I was watching a Sid Roth show on YouTube. While doing so, I
was interrupted twice by angel Gabriel who wanted to say something to me.
After the second interruption, I paused the video, and voice recorded the main words from Gabriel.
Here is partial transcript of my audio Field Report that contains what Gabriel said to me:
(BEGIN TRANSCRIPT)
Saturday, 23 April 2022, 7:11AM (45DEGF outside)
(Second Field Report)
Angel Gabriel:
“I WILL BE CONFIRMING WITH SIGNS AND WONDERS
THE TESTIMONY THAT GOD HAS GIVEN YOU.”
Me: “Well, like Pastor Buck?”
Angel Gabriel: “Similar.”
This means that when the time comes for me to give my testimony in a more Ecclesiastical setting, one of
the Ecclesiastical People from Heaven is here to minister God’s Word to conHirm that my Testimony is
God’s Word.
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(END TRANSCRIPT)

It’s important to note that the Sid Roth show I was watching that Gabriel interrupted was about a Lady
who wrote book about her granddaughter’s trip to Heaven. The author’s name is Mary Jo Pennington, and
the book is titled “6 Big Big Big Angels.”
This word from angel Gabriel has brought me great comfort. Thank You Jesus.
P. S. The book “6 Big Big Big Angels” is presently out of print, but can be purchased on the secondary
market. The Lord Holy Spirit said He wants me to purchase it next month.
Also, while I was searching online for the book, I came across a music album which includes words from
Shawn Bolz (see Letter 505). The music artist’s name is Sundui Chimidkhorloo, and the album is titled
“Thy Kingdom Come.” I purchased the album and have been listening to the songs while writing this
Letter.
P. P. S. According to Wkipedia.com:
“A grand jury is a jury—a group of citizens—empowered by law to conduct legal proceedings, investigate
potential criminal conduct, and determine whether criminal charges should be brought. A grand jury may
subpoena physical evidence or a person to testify. A grand jury is separate from the courts, which do not
preside over its functioning.”
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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